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purchased it, he puts it as he bought it in the two white papers
in that secret cupboard, and leaves it there, having forgotten at
the time he purchased that that he had in fact got put away in
one of the caustic soda tins the 2 ounces left in 1919.      If he was
a poisoner, he would have known, would he not, that he had got
arsenic in his possession; he would not have forgotten it.      But
as he is an honest man, and a respectable man, as I suggest, it is
quite likely in one's multifarious duties one would forget that one
had got a little over from two years before.    He puts into that cup-
board that packet unopened.      His wife dies, he goes abroad, he
is abroad in March and April; he returns in May,  and goes to
that cupboard, and he will tell you that going to the cupboard he
found the packet of white arsenic with no string \ipon it, looking
as though it had been opened.    You will hear that Mrs. Armstrong
knew, and always knew, where the garden material and stuff were
kept in that library cupboard.     He saw in May that that packet
had no string on it, and looked as though it had been opened.
There was nothing to attract his attention particularly about it
then, because he, as an honest man, had no idea that somebody
in some months to come was going to say that he had poisoned his
wife.     He had no idea that there was anything suspicious about
it; but he did note that.     Then he added that he took that white
arsenic and divided it into two packets,  2 ounces  as near as
possible in each portion—I am not suggesting that it was weighed
absolutely to a grain.     He put one 2 ounces into one of the papers
and one 2 ounces into the other paper.     One part of 2 ounces he
used by splitting it up into a number of little tiny packets, like
the one you have seen produced here; he split them up into those
little packets to use them.      Now, gentlemen, I am going to tell
you how fee did use them.      That is why I complain that the
search made by the police was not a thorough search.      When
Major 'Armstrong was arrested early in this year, his defence was,
" I had the arsenic for the purpose of making weed-killer."    Why
is it that that receipt was not produced?      Why is it the police
did not see the last page of the 1920 diary, the entry showing the
proportions in which the weed-killer had to be mixed with water,
showing that that was in his mind at this very material time, the
death in February, 1921?     In the last page of the 1920 diary is
this entry, which Detective Sharp said he had not noticed till I
drew his attention to it; but he should have noticed it.      These
packets having been made up, he used them in the way which it
has been suggested by the Boundary Chemical Company you could
dleal with plantains.    He had at one time had an instrument which
apparently you dig down by the side of the plant, and, as I under-
stand it, it is a sort of hollow tube, and having put this tube down
to the. root of the plantain, you pour your poison down to that,
eo that it does not destroy any of the plants around, but merely
goes to the root of that.     You will have it described to you, in
fact, there, is an advertisement of that in this file.     He had that
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